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Literacy in Kindergarten. If you take a close look at the Kindergarten academic standards for your state and district
curriculum goals, you will quickly realize the increased level of difficulty in many Kindergarten programs.

Alphabet Sight Word Readers The alphabet sight word readers were designed to not only introduce and review
initial letters and their corresponding sounds but also to introduce pre-primer and primer sight words. I believe
very strongly that sight words should always be introduced within a meaningful context prior to completing
the activities outlined below. I use a sided number die but you can use a blank die instead. This will vary
depending how many numbers you expect the students to know. I place the chart in a page protector. If the
student is able to say the sight word that represents that number, they can mark this off using an erasable
marker. A blank game board can be found in the link below: Children would take turns inserting a coin and
twisting the dial to make the rock s roll out. If the rock s have a star on it, then it would be placed on the
printable version of their machine game board shown in the photograph. They must also say the name of the
sight word. The object of the game is to see who can fill their gum ball machine game board first with rocks.
Rocks that do not have stars on them would be discarded. Alphabet Game Version The game would be played
similar to the above but instead the alphabet letters would be printed on the decorative rocks. Digging for
Valuable Gems Write sight words on larger clear accent gems found at the dollar store. Place these in salt or
rice tub or another sensory experience. Students dig for the gems. Each time they find a gem, they must read
the word on it and place it on their game board. The game is over once a player has their board filled with
gems. See who found the most gems. Scooping for Popcorn Words Challenge Print your focus sight or
popcorn words on the chart provided in member site. Also, print the words on the popcorn templates provided.
It is best to copy the popcorn words on to cardstock and laminate. Multiple copies of the words should be
made and cut. Place these in a popcorn container seen these at the dollar store. The object of the game is to
scoop as many popcorn words as possible from the popcorn container with a big spoon. Each time they set a
popcorn word on the chart, they must say that word. How many scoops did it take to fill the chart with
popcorn words? At the end, the students must say each popcorn word while placing it back into the popcorn
container. I found this really nifty set of large clothespins at the Dollar store that are perfect for this game. You
can also use large tweezers. Print your focus sight words on the plastic Easter eggs and place these in an egg
carton. Students take turns picking up the egg without cracking the egg open not that easy. Roll the Sight
Word s Partner Game The cube in the link below would be copied on card stock, assembled and focus sight
word s printed on it. Each player would take a turn rolling the die; if they land on the focus sight word they
would say it and mark it off on their game chart. Each time they draw the sight word s from the pile they say
the word and mark this off on their game chart. These are ideas from other sites.
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I've been getting tons of questions about literacy centers lately, so I thought it would be a good idea to share with you all
what we do! First of all, our students are half day, so we only get to teach them for about 3 hours a day! Fitting it all in is
tough, but we sure do get a lot done! We do.

First of all, our students are half day, so we only get to teach them for about 3 hours a day! Fitting it all in is
tough, but we sure do get a lot done! We do literacy centers for the first 30 minutes of the day. This is when I
pull my intervention group and the rest of the class chooses what they want to do. Two students go to the
listening center each morning, and two get to paint at the art center. The rest of the students choose what they
want to do. I found these in the Target dollar spot a few summers ago, but they also sell them at Lakeshore.
My students love the novelty of practicing their letters and then erasing them. They will do it over and over
and over again ; Word Work Center: They love using the little magnetic letters to match letters and find
beginning sounds. We are starting to use our high-frequency words to build sentences. I introduced this center
as a whole group first so that everyone understood what to do. Then they completed the recording pages
independently. We use handmade "whisper phones" and these awesome Vocabulary Builder Books from
Lakeshore. We have a seasonal books on tape for our students to listen to. They love this center! One group
always works with the teacher, one works with our assistant and one group is independent or works with a
parent if we are lucky enough to have a volunteer! It is definitely busy, but it works for us! I always pull a
small group with me and we work on reading sight words, decoding, fluency and accuracy. This is where we
also work on Elkonin, word chains and guided writing. It may or may not have to do with the fact that I had
the play-doh out taunting them before I let them use it ; They use the play-doh to form our letters and then
practice writing them with the dry-erase marker. Soon we will practice spelling CVC words and our sight
words with play-doh! Along with my general centers, I have a ton of seasonal centers that I love to use in my
classroom! The kids are just so much more engaged when you change it up a little! I have centers up in my
shop for every month! I hope this was helpful and gave you some ideas! Leave a comment below and I will do
my best to answer them!
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Kindergarten Reading Activities You and your kindergartener will love these fun and creative kindergarten reading
activities and kindergarten reading games! Kids can practice the alphabet by playing alphabet tag, learn about phonics
by making a letter-sound book, and expand their vocabulary with a word quilt collage.

Illustrator Setting Up for Student Independence Kinders are great at using labels with pictures to put things
away and find them again, so my classroom is covered! I put lots of icons directly onto the container or bin to
provide lots of visual support. Centers can pretty much be done anywhere within the classroom , but my
kinders often complete the activities wherever I first modeled them. Non-Fiction Center I include literacy
center posters for each center that illustrates with picture icons what options students have. These posters help
me teach the center at the beginning of the year, help me keep students on track throughout the year and
inform administration as time goes on since they have all of our common core standards listed out. Routines
make centers successful since when students know what is expected, they are much more likely to rise to those
expectations. Building upon their regular routine with new skills or challenges keeps things fresh, but with
solid expectations. I need time to teach small groups while other students work independently. I also need the
time I spend creating something for a center to be worthwhile. And lastly, the time I spend creating and setting
up should should be able to set the long term value my students get out of it. By making the kindergarten
center activities be choices or have options then I also have flexibility to meet with students or groups for as
long as I need. This flexibility level alone makes me a more relaxed, happy and confident teacher knowing I
can get it all done. Motivation, interest and choice all play into the work that goes on during our center time.
During this time, we are building both stamina for working and fully understanding what to do and not do.
Most days I am introducing one literacy center, modeling one center, practicing one center and reviewing
centers. This is how we quickly build up our stamina. I describe our main goal for the center and pick one
choice to model. I explain my expectations of getting items out and putting them back with the actual objects.
Model I review the name, icon and location from the previous day. I model what to do and what not to do.
Someone helps model where to put materials away. Practice Students point out the location, give the name
when I show the icon. Someone models what to do. Someone copies a model of mine what not do to. Review
Review what to do, what not to do, where its located and choice option. I will make sure that they have the
first activity down pat before teaching another at the same center. It normally takes me about 20 days of
actively teaching the centers. Non-Fiction Center In the beginning of the school year there is no routine to our
day. They learn to find their name, go there and stay there. Now, we can add one rotation into our normal daily
routine and schedule. Spending this time up front saves me time all year long. During this time, I begin to
experiment with pulling a small group to teach them the ABC center. A note on pulling students: I do not
make myself a center.
4: Literacy Center Ideas! - Miss Kindergarten
This is a collaborative board to share crafts, ideas, and resources focused on Kindergarten Common Core Reading and
Writing. Feel free to post up to 2 items for sale per day when pinning a ratio of sale to free resources to encourage
unique content.

5: Kindergarten-Literacy-Centers
Before becoming a preofessor, Anne was a classroom teacher, a reading specialist, and a consultant in special
education. She has published many articles on early literacy and is the recipient of several IRA research awards,
including the Dina Feitelson Award for research in early literacy.

6: Free printable Kindergarten reading Worksheets, word lists and activities. | GreatSchools
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Literacy Learning in Preschool and Kindergarten 11 Chapter 1 Literacy Learning in Preschool and Kindergarten
Preschool and kindergarten are the most important grades! I say this to preschool, kindergarten, primary, middle school,
junior high, and high school teachers. I passionately share this with administrators, parents/ caregivers, and politicians.

7: KINDERGARTEN READING - Kindergarten Lessons
"Reading" pictures #1 "Reading" pictures #1. Draw a circle around each word you see! In this early reading worksheet,
your child draws circles around the word under each picture and then guesses what the word might mean based on the
picture.

8: Kindergarten Readiness Indicators: Checklist
Literacy centers can be a blessing or a pain. I think it all hinges on the design, organization and effectiveness behind
them that makes a difference. This is my philosophy on how to create literacy centers that are smart for me, the teacher,
and effective for my kindergarten students.

9: Starfall: Learn to Read with Phonics, Learn Mathematics
Kindergarten literacy center activities for reading. Phonemic Awareness Games How to Play the Game This is a partner
game that would need to be monitored by an adult (this is why it is a good game to play at home).
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